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ABSTRACT

We investigate the possibility of transition to a symmetry-preserving

phase in K phenomena', in strong external magnetic fields.
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:': To hi- published in "Nature".

I . ESTIMATES OF CRITICAL FIELDS

Most current theories of particle symmetries assume that violations of
these symmetries come about through a spontaneous breaking-suechsnisin vhich

produces non-sero expectation values for certain scalar (elementary or

composite) fields. As is well known these expectation values may make a

phase transition to a zero value for certain critical temperatures and

possibly also for certain critical external magnetic field strengths H ,

° C It is the purpose of thin note to point out that i t is eon-

ceivable that the charge asymmetry (associated with CP v io la t ion) in

K_ •*• TT~ + £ + v(v) decays may disappear for f i e l d s 4*8 x 10 G(auss) i f CP

vio la t ion i s a i l l i -weak in character, while the Cabibbo angle may be

reduced to zero - leading to suppression of certain iyperon decays - in

f i e l d s of the order of 10 G. These estimates are so strongly model-

dependent that i t may be worthwhile in any case to make a systematic

phenomenological search for e f f ec t s on part ic le asymmetries of strong

magnetic f i e lds of 10 G upwards.

The notion of cr i t i ca l f ie lds {above which spontaneously broken

symmetries are restored) i s well knovn from the Ginzhuxg-Landau theory of

superconductivity, which is also the prototype of spontaneous symmetry-breaking

mechanisms employed in particle physics. An order of magnitude estimate of

the mean cr i t i ca l f i e ld H in this theory i s provided by considering the

free energy:

F = T
normal (1)

For temperature T < T , F has a minimum when

!<•>! (2)

The "thermodynamic" critical field close to T is then given ty 2).

F - F * — — « —
normal ~ superconducting S X 2

(3)

How in superconductivity theory the (Cooper-pair) field • is itself charged

and the magnetic field interacts directly with it. Tor K° fields (vhich we

vish to investigate in this note) this is not the case. Eovever (in an
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SU(3)-symmetric theory) the magnetic field does interact in higher order
loop graphs. To see the Qualitative emergence of a formula like (3), ve
consider (for T = 0) in Sec.II MI 0(3)-symmetric gauge model, vhere the electro-
magnetic field is part of a gauge-triplet. Even though ve are not dealing
vith a thennodynamic system, a cr i t ical field H appears to exist in a one-
loop approximation above vhich the expectation value of the neutral field

vanishes - the relation between H and having the general
fora of formula (3). We shall employ this formula for order of magnitude

estimates in this note. Clearly Hc will be small for those situations
vhere and X are small.

How for strong interaction symmetries like SU(2) or BU(3),

are typically at BeV (or somewhat less), with X a 1 . However, for weak '

interaction symmetries - and these provide the more spectacular physical

situations - with universal gauge coupling of order unity (g ft: rrr^r- , g a; -r-) ,

<[<t>̂ 's are typically "tens or hijudreds of BeV in magnitude, except for "off-

diagonal" situations. To illustrate what, we mean, consider the ̂<(>)> 's associated

with real rotations of the n-A system (Cabibbo angle) and \<t>/ 's associated

vith complex rotations, which signal CF violation in a milli-weak manner.

To estimate the magnitude of H for these cases - assuming that
C ,s

i t exists - consider the ideas of Lee, Pals, Primack or Mohapatra and
It)

Pati . In their milli-weak theory, the la t ter authors write the mass
matrix for the n,A quark system in the form:

(It)

where U and V R are matrices of the type:

cos6_
L,R

16.
L,R cose.

L,H

(5)

with 9 and 5 real. The real part of the off-diagonal elements of the

m o
expectation-value matrix UT V"1 (assuming for simplicity 6 = 6_)

is given by;

sin£6
c

(6)

where 6 = -6 - E/2 . Mow, from CP violation, e in this model can be
L R

-3-

as small as 2 * 10 Witt, IT? BaV, 0 ~ 15° and assuming
c

f in (It) to be typically » 1 , we obtain:

'off-aiagonal MeV (7)

Using formula (3) and making the ad hoc assumption that the numerical conatant

(X) appearing there is of order unity, we obtain

i c 1 6 (8)

(using the conversion formula <*) (MeV) = 0.3 H (kilogftuss) cm).

If fields of this aagnitude are applied, the real part of the "off-
diagonal" expectation value may vanish and,with i t , the Cabibbo angle,
suppressing certain hyperon and strange-particle decays.

Also, the imaginary part of the off-diagonal matrix element of the
mass matrix is g- (m, + m )̂ sin26e sine . For a heavy quark model (m^*'5 GeV)
this expectation value may make a transition to a zero value for fields
H Rf 101 G - and with i t the (milli-weak) CP asymmetry. For a light quarkc

model (m̂  ~ 300 HeV} this ma»r reduce to 8 * 1010 G.
Since in these estimates we have assumed, for simplicity,

that a l l model-dependent constants like f and X are sw unity

and,further,since formula (3) i tself is a very crude estimate, i t is clear
that H may change by ordersof magnitude,and also not one but a hierarchy
of crit ical fields may be discovered when a detailed investigation is carried
through. This situation is not unfamiliar in superconductivity theory,
where,depending on the ratio of the parameters X and g (the gauge
coupling), superconductors are divided into Type I and Type I I , with Type II

displaying a variety of cr i t ical fields 5) H , H , H
c C l c

and a

corresponding variety of physical tvorticity) characteristics. (For V Ga,

for example,there are three widely differing critical fields,

H (T = 0) » 200 G , H (T = 0) V 6000 G , and H (T - 0) which is as large
cl C2

as 300,000 G.) Detailed models, vbere we shall also investigate the

analogues of fields H^ t H c > l n particle physics, will be considered

elsewhere.

Fields of strength RjlO G are possibly technically feasible for

use in conjunction with K-beam experiments. Clearly, in order to test the

ideas expressed here, stronger fields will be needed. There is no doubt,.

however, that if the basic ideas of spontaneous symmetry-breaking are correct

and if we "Delieve in the validity of extrapolating from the one-loop calculation

*) A preliminary model of spontaneous superweak CP breaking appears to give a
value ta 10° G for the critical field. This is likely to be a gross - though

morale-building - underestimate from the experimental point of view.
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presented In Sec.II, then there wold exist critical fields for which the
broken symmetries are likely -to be restored. The future t&sk of the theory
is to explore such situations, .where the field strength required 1B not
excessively intense and within reach of farseeable technology. Since
i t is commonly assumed that the mean magnetic fields in pulsars are

12 lU
« 10 "10 G , i t would appear - for what i t is worth - that CP-violating

phenomena do not take place in pulsars, though the Cabibbo angle is s t i l l
non-zero.

II. A M3DEL CALCULATION

To illustrate the effect of a uniform magnetic field on symmetry

breaking,we give a simple moael calculation. A Lagrangian which exhibits

local 0(3) symmetry is given by:

where the scalar and vector fields, $ and A , are triplets with respect
•v ~u

to the 0(3) symmetry and the co-variant derivatives vhich appear are

2

The parameters u and A are both positive: this implies a symmetry

breakdown, 0(3) ~*0(2) , in the tree approximation. The vacuum expectation

value of $ is non-vanishing and, indeed, taay be used to define a direction

in 1so-space

The corresponding component of the gauge potential, A^ , does not acquire

a mass and ao may be identified with the electromagnetic potential. In the

tree approximation the presence of an external background electromagnetic

field, ^A ^ ^ 0 , has no influence on the expected value of the neutral;

component <£<(> y of the matter triplet.

When quantum corrections are taken into account this is no longer

true. Already, the one-loop corrections to the effective action, given

formally by:

-5-

r(l)(*,A) = y In Det

and A

(where ^/a) denotes the set of classical propagation functions for small
disturbances on a given background) Imply a coupling between

1 2 1 2
even when the charged components <f ' and A ' are set equal to
zero in the modified ground' state. .

In the uniform magnetic• background, where "~n fields vanish except

f o r

<p \ E

with <p and E constant, the one-loop contribution to the effective
potential, V, ,(<p,H) , is determined approximately by the differential

formula
, ,

* f as

= [ l - sX((p2 - M2)]

+ ^ ^exp[-s(3X|p-li )] - expf-s^AM2-^)]

This formula is approximate because we have not included the contributions
due to intermediate vectors. The term with the H-dependent factor here is
the contribution to V, > of the intermediate charge pair
B-independent factor is due to the neutral (f̂ -

iji1'2 .while the

0 and requireTo determine the cri t ical field,we Bhould set
that 23v,1j/3<f | Q should compensate the tree contribution

23V,0v/Sp I . = -u . Unfortunately, the neutral particle contribution to

3V /3{p Is complex if <p < u /3X . This means that our approximation

Is inadequate. The source of this complexity is easily traced.

*) This expression is renormaliaed at H • 0 , <p = M , i.e. 3V

p2)2and 22Vfl,/Z{tp
2)2 both vanish at thiB point.

,,
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In restricting ourselves to one-loop effects we are not allowing the

mgnetic field to act on the neutral intermediate particles. Hence when

<p = 0 these appear to carry imaginary mass, iy . However, the very object
2

or the computation - 3V/3(j> = 0 - is the setting to zero of the neutral

particle mass. Clearly, we should he setting up a self-consistent (Dyson)
»)

equation: which means bringing in the contributions of higher loops. Short

of this, ve can obtain an order of magnitude idea of the critical field by

setting both U and <p to zero specifically in the above expression for

3¥ r,\/dcp . That is.ve solve the restricted problem

0 = -u +
IS (^ ds f
6? • J — | B i

0 ^ L

+ -i- ( l - etp[-3sXl^] (1 + 3SXM2)]
JJ

J > EsinhCiMffl

3_
air

( I _ e-3u fl
1 u e [a + 3

where

a = 1 + r dv d_ f v I

= 2,5 X - 1

On choosing the reference mass equal to u we obtain

I f frn_ "I AjT

2- Sir
Since b is negative, we must have A * > —

•) For a Bimilar pathology in a calculation of critical temperature see the

paper of Dolan and Jackiw, Eef.l.

-7-

Thia estimate of H should not be taken aE anything more ths.n a

rough indication."'The form of this expression for II is basically similar

to formula (3) in Sec.I, apart from the numerical factor multiplying <4>)>

It is factors of this type which in a realistic calculation may drastically

alter the order of magnitude estimates given in Sec.I. Also, for a situation

involving a number of non-zero ^ifi^'s , one may conjecture that M would

be an expression involving h sum of terms like T ^ f 0 0 with sequences

of opposing signs among the coefficients f. . This, in turn, may lead to

the desired diminution of the absolute magnitudes of the critical field

strengths. It is perhaps worth remarkiog that tie calculation presented

above for the critical field does not constitute a general proof that

such a field always does exist. This problem clearly seeds further etudy.

The effects described in tnis note could also be achieved by pumping

electromagnetic energy into the K_ system by neans of lasers with power

output »J 10 - 10 watts/em . This mechanism will be explored in a future

publication.
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